PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 SCOPE OF WORK PERFORMED UNDER THIS CONTRACT

The construction of Burkesville Wastewater Treatment Plant Improvements project consisting replacing the existing grit removal equipment, replacing the three existing RAS and two WAS pumps and electrical controls, and flow meters to both the existing RAS & WAS pump stations, replace two (2) existing 28-foot dia. secondary clarifier sludge rake squeegees and drive mechanisms, constructing new a new disinfection basin, rehabilitating the existing disinfection basin, replacing the existing chlorine gas disinfection system with a Peracetic Acid (PAA) chemical feed system, mechanical post aeration & effluent V-notch weir chamber, new SCADA monitoring system, replace the existing ROCORE pump station, miscellaneous plant electrical, mechanical, architectural improvements & plant yard piping modification together with all related work as specified and shown on the Drawings.

1.2 ENUMERATION OF DRAWINGS & SPECIFICATIONS

Following are the Drawings and Specifications which form the Contract Documents as set forth in Section 1.1 of the General Conditions:

**Drawings**

See Sheet G-00-102 – Drawing Index within the Construction Drawings for the index of drawings.

**Specifications**

See Table of Contents

PART 2 - PRODUCTS (Not Applicable)

PART 3 - EXECUTION (Not Applicable)

END OF SECTION 011100